Multiple agent systems can be applied to foraging tasks, thus solving this problem in a cooperative intelligent approach using cellular automata modeling. The objective is to construct an algorithm that performs foraging task correctly in Webots EDU simulation platform using robot architecture and also improves the individual controller model of each intelligent agent, using e-Puck devices properly. The proposed communication model has taken into account some cellular automata specifications, such as, the need for parallel synchronization, localization and accuracy of information dependency. After several simulations in Webots EDU, evaluating different approaches, the proposed communication model presented promising results on the parallel multirobot foraging performance being pertinent in intelligent swarm robotics context.
INTRODUCTION
Many collective biological systems have a higher performance over a single agent, specially as many agents can perform different kinds of tasks in parallel. This expectation associated with the potential advantages of using multi-agents over a single agent have attracted the attention of many researchers. However, the enormous potential associated with the multi-agents system is achieved only if the respective coordination strategies are efficient. There are many suitable application approaches using multiagent systems, such as search and rescue operations in a disaster (Kantor et al., 2006) , garbage collection (Vargas et al., 2012) , and exploration and surveillance (Calvo et al., 2014) . The design process of coordination strategies algorithms for multiple agent systems is a challenging problem in robotics, games, or any other area that uses multiple agents. In this work, each agent is a robot performing the foraging task.
Foraging task is one of the most studied tasks for mobile robots, which is very relevant to collective intelligent robotics (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) . This task can be studied as robot-robot cooperation field in multi-robot systems and this task is a representation of other studied problems, such as cleaning (Fortunati, 2016) , search and rescue (Couceiro et al., 2011) , or surveillance . Two major processes executed by a forager robot are searching and homing, being that in the first process the robot needs to find an object placed in unknown location and in the second it has already collected the object and needs to deposit it into nests.
Ants use different interactions depending on the task being tackled and they can interact using pheromone or direct communication, which produce a network that represents the colony behavior, called stigmergy (Beckers et al., 1994 ). An outgoing forager ant does not go out unless it gets enough interactions with returning foragers, because ants have a mechanism that can indirectly count other ants near the nests, as a density calculus (Gordon, 2014) . There are different types of pheromone, if a pheromone trail is found and this pheromone type indicates food, then more ants follow this trail, depositing more pheromone and reinforcing the stimuli (Calvo et al., 2014 ). An opposite behavior happens if the pheromone is of the aversive type, indicating risk and danger, in this case, they can use the pheromone to spread out (Gordon, 2014) . Cellular Automata (CA) are totally discrete models and have been recently considered for robotics field , (Lima and Oliveira, 2016b) , (Ferreira et al., 2014) , (Behring et al., 2001) , (Santoso et al., 2016) . CA consist of a large number of simple components with local connectivity. Despite of the simplicity of their basic components, CA are able to solve very complex problems in parallel such as scheduling (Byun and Yu, 2014) and cryptography (Silva et al., 2016) . Because of CA features, the proposed coordination model has to take in account that the robot has to be centralized in such cell and also executes its movement synchronized with other robots, avoiding collisions.
This work presents a coordination model for Webots simulator using intelligent swarm robots, including localization and communication investigations. The proposed model investigated herein is devoted to Cellular Automata Ant Memory (CAAM) proposed in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) . These requirements consider factors such as cellular automata specifications, parallel synchronization, localization, accuracy of information dependency, and e-Puck architecture in Webots simulator. The intelligent coordination model for multi-agents is divided into four parts: (i) individual robot control proposed in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) , (ii) global robot control proposed in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) ,(iii) smart grid control described firstly herein and, (iv) synchronization and localization control presented and detailed firstly herein. The Webots control model was used in the results of , (Lima and Oliveira, 2016b) , (Lima and Oliveira, 2016c) and it is described, refined and investigated firstly herein.
The major features of the model are: (i) cellular automata approach in the foraging task for multirobots, (ii) digital images processing for an object detection, (iii) synchronization modeling for robot parallel approach and coordination of the intelligent swarm robotics, (iv) implementation of different localization approaches, (v) previous successful models for cooperative robot swarms, including virtual obstacles addition (Marchese, 2011) . Besides that, the approach presented in this work can be used as a library in other educational simulations in Webots for solving many multi-robots tasks, such as, surveillance or search and rescue. More specifically, it can be used when the simulation requires parallel and synchronized techniques to solve swarm robots tasks based on cell centralization using CA modeling strategy.
PROPOSED MODEL
Initially, the foraging task proposed in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a ) was selected to be implemented as a motivation of the investigations in educational simulations using Webots EDU and improved in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016c) and (Lima and Oliveira, 2016b) . Any other task, like , that uses the requirements -cellular automata used in swarm robots context, which the movements have to be synchronized and each robot has to be centralized into its current cell -could be used in the investigations proposed herein. The model is divided into four parts: individual robot control (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) , global robot control (Lima and Oliveira, 2016c) , (Lima and Oliveira, 2016b) , smart grid control and synchronization and localization control proposed and investigated herein. The individual robot coordination is also refined herein and improved using the robot camera and image processing to identify food, different from (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) , (Lima and Oliveira, 2016c) , (Lima and Oliveira, 2016b) , that have not used this device. The robot camera usage turns the model more realistic, but with a slower execution, because of the intelligent recognition stage.
Smart Grid
The bi-dimensional representation of the environment structure is divided in squared regular cells of size l and in three layers. The first layer represents the environment, which each obstacle and the pheromone are detailed. The second layer represents the robots grid. The smart layer proposed herein is represented by a regular grid with colored ball 90 o upright sensors, which represents the food grid. When a robot passes on one sensor, then the sensor is turned off. The smart grid is controlled by a file system through server readings and writings. The last layer represents the distance between each lattice cell and a nest. The environment grid has to be constructed considering that exists a passage from each cell. The obstacles cells are represented in gray. In the Figure 1 (a) example, the cells that are represented in white are free and have a pheromone value. One robot, in the robot smart grid, cannot overlaps another robot cell or a wall cell, that means it is impossible two robots occupy the same cell. Each robot has to be centralized in its current cell to avoid collisions with other robots or obstacles/walls. 
Individual Behavior
The behavior model of each robot is controlled by an individual finite state machine (FSM) that switches over a 4-state cycle: Searching → Grabbing → Homing → Depositing → Searching; as shown in red in Figure 2 , refined from (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) , (Lima and Oliveira, 2016c) , (Lima and Oliveira, 2016b) and improved herein adding more states into the FSM. New states represent the image processing steps for object identification, such states brought more realism and intelligence to the individual behavior. The environment is modeled as a cellular automata lattice formed by identical square cells. Each state will be detailed for a better system understanding. In this work, the moment that a certain amount of time (T ) is passed, the task ends and all robots stop.
The Searching State represents the CAAM searching model improvement and it is guided by the repulsive pheromone (Calvo et al., 2011) , -distributed by the robots over the environment while they walking over it -and in a short-term individual memory based on the Tabu search algorithm (Glover, 1989) , (Glover, 1990) and it is divided in 6 other states that are described below. The deposition process state indicates the process where some amount of pheromone δ is deposited in a central cell and the amount of δ is deposited in the corresponding neighborhood. The identifying process state, improved in this work, represents the robot camera usage. Each robot has a camera and a radius vision denoted by r v . To process the information captured by the camera in the robot radius vision r v , the robot has to turn in 360 and verify for each cell in the m-size neighborhood if exists a food in its vision radius r v . This process comprises the environment image processing. The food is represented by an RGB blue [0 0 1] circle sensor ball. To simplification, any other object in the environment has the food's color and the camera has the rotation appointed to the ground floor. To reduce the image processing time, the camera size is configured as 1 × 14, which 14 represents the environment cell size l. If a blue pixel is detected, then the robot makes a movement and goes to the Grabbing State, which consists in the single step that represents the picking up the detected object. On the other hand, the robot continues in the Searching State and goes to the pheromone detection to make a neighborhood movement. The pheromone detection state represents the environment pheromone reading process. The pheromone is deposited in each grid cell x i j at each time (t). This reading comprises the Moore neighborhood values m in the robot's vision radius r v . The neighborhood size is defined as m = (2r v + 1) 2 . The robot keeps all the neighborhood cells x i j values, which have m size, in the robot's vision radius to make a movement decision. The robot verifies in its memory which is the lowest valued cell x i j that is possible to movement. Then the robot makes the position decision based on pheromone and its memory. This decision is a first choice and it is based on the inverted pheromone deposited in the neighborhood, which avoids a robot return to a recently traveled path.
The movement state is the final step that represents the robot' transition to one cell x i j to cell in the m-sized robot neighborhood. This action will be accomplished by the robots' individual control, which is responsible to decide how to control robot's components to make the desired step. The CA model investigated here is not standard since a transition robot movement changes the state of two cells. The cell occupied by the robot becomes a free cell, and a the neighborhood free cell chosen by the robot, becomes a cell occupied by the robot. Each robot movement corresponds to change its current position to an adjacent cell and it is decided by a local rule which takes in account the robot neighborhood. This update rule changes the robot's pheromone cell and its neighborhood. Besides that, when a robot passes on a sensor food cell, it changes its current state Searching → Grabbing and the cell's state occupied in food floor state becomes a free cell.
The Homing State is devoted to the CAAM model, which was inspired by previous CA-based models of crowd dynamics during building evacuation (Varas et al., 2007) and (Alizadeh, 2011) . Each robot chooses an optimal route to follow in homing, by considering a static and dynamic floor field, that are merged using according to (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) . This merging floors prevents the formation of rows close to the nests (Alizadeh, 2011) , jamming (Yamamoto et al., 2007) , inertial behavior prevention (Yang et al., 2005) , as analyzed in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a). The homing process was inspired by pedestrian evacuation models previously investigated in the literature (Varas et al., 2007) , (Alizadeh, 2011) , and was proposed firstly in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) . The Depositing State represents the single step when robot leaves the food into the nest.
Global Behavior
The global behavior comprehends two processes: the evaporation process and the conflict avoidance process (to regulate interactions among robots and their neighboring obstacles and robots). The pheromone evaporation process is a robot state inherent, it means that at each time step t there is a global evaporation process according to a constant β. Each cell that is visited by a robot is receives an amount of pheromone ( = 0), and each cell that is valued different from zero is decreased.
Each robot tries to move to a neighborhood cell depending on its movement radius r p . The model using the short term memory based on Tabu search and the inverted pheromone permit an almost free conflicts trajectory, but specific cases are solved by conflicts avoidance process. Specific conflict case can be solved the algorithm based on (Varas et al., 2007) and adapted in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) as following: if two robots try to move into the same cell, featuring a conflict; a random value decides which robot will perform the movement, while the loser cannot move. If one robot have two cells with the same lowest value to chose, the robot selects one randomly. At each t some time step a random decision is made to avoid robots in different layers conflicts. As presented in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016c) , when two robots are in a perpendicular crossing conflict, to solve this problem the movement is made in two steps using a non-deterministic method follows these steps: (a) the first step one robot is randomly chosen and makes its movement, then the other robot realize its movement. (b) To solve a robotobstacle conflict problem, virtual obstacles (Marchese, 2011) are inserted in the floor field.
These interactions between robots and environment (pheromone field), and by the robots and robots (collision avoidance), emerges a complex behavior that solves the foraging task by the robots swarm. These interactions produce a robot-robot aversion interaction, prevents collisions, and increases the exploration and covered area.
Webots Controller and Localization Approaches
Aiming to describe parallel synchronization and localization approach described firstly herein, all robots have to accomplish their movements at the same time.
Another characteristic of the model is that all robots have to be centralized in its current cell to avoid collisions with robots or walls during their movements. To synchronize the parallel robot team movement, a global information was shared between the robots through a server, as showed in finite state machine of Figure 3 . The messages were sent using text files, which contains the robot matrix position and time t. Initially, each robot sends its t time to the server, which is responsible to read and process the next team movement in the t +1 time. This server solves all conflicts and sends back the message to the robots indicating their next movement position. All robots reads in parallel and independently the server file and search for their robot number and execute their movement. During each robot movement the server starts reading continually the files from each robot verifying if the robot ends its movement, which is indicated when the robot write t + 1 in its file. If in all files are written t + 1 time information, the server calculates the new position.
Two approaches were considered in the robot localization. The first one considers the odometry function usage (Oliveira et al., 2015) . It is known that the odometry propagates an error during the trajectory path during the execution when it used without any other correction mechanism (Martinelli, 2002) . The second uses a Global Positioning System (GPS) improvement for the localization precision, specially when it was aggregated with the Webots EDU Inertial Unit library to yaw refinement. Besides that, it is known that all robots execute their movements and stop in a predefined angle depending on the historical of current and last cells, so a saved and an unsaved robot turn angle were considered.
The first approach using GPS proposed herein considers that the robots execute their movements at each time step. At each time step is calculated the milliliter difference error e x , e y between the position that the robot should be and the robot current position, for each robot coordinate (x, y) respectively. The error is increased at each time step. When the sum of errors is bigger than a constant |ε xy |, the robot adjust its coordinate (x, y or both) according to the desired position at that current step. If the robot has moved more than the desired position, in the next step the robot returns the extra distance. On the other hand, if the robot has moved less than the desired position, in the next step the robot progress the amount of missing millimeters. But to control the errors in both coordinates at the same time causes delays in the simulation. To solve this problem, a solution is proposed herein correcting the error just in the coordinate that the robot realizes the next movement. For example, if the robot has an error to correct in coordinate x, but it is going to move in the next step forward the coordination y, the robot will not correct its error. The robot only corrects its own position in its movement coordinate. On the other hand, if the robot is moving diagonally, both coordinates are corrected.
Another orientation error that each robot has to calculate is the robot yaw error e π . A yaw rotation is a movement around the yaw axis that the robot performs at each time step during its movements to the neighborhood cells. At each time step the coordination system has the correct angle that the robot should be and the current robot angle. Similarly to the coordination error, the robot calculates the sum of rotation errors during its path in radians, and when the error is bigger than a constant |ε π |, the robot yaw is corrected.
EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are presented in this section were conduct to show that investigations proposed herein are capable of being implemented in a real simulator Webots EDU using the e-Puck robot architecture for swarm robots in foraging task with the synchronization mechanism. The experiments were performed using a simulator environment/grid of 20 × 30 cells with two nests (showed in brown in Figure 4) , each cell has l = 14 cm size. To perform the task 6 robots (N = 6 in green) and 6 units of food (F = 6 in blue) were used to show the parallel behavior of the robots. The first instance of all experiments were conducted using the configuration shown in Figure 4 (a) . The first experiment used the odometry function (Ferreira et al., 2014) and at each time step t the robots have to return to their initial angle (turn to 0 o angle). Besides that, the robot can rotate between one of the possible angles
The results in Figure 4 (b) shows that although the robots are executing the task using a parallel synchronization, it is possible to observe that they are not centralized in their respective cells (provoking collisions after t steps). This strategy of returning to the initial angle provokes a delay in the simulation time. The rotations accumulate errors in odometry function during the robots navigation. To solve this problem an approach that saves the current angle position in the robot struct parameters was considered. After that, two improvements were done: a faster processing time and a lower error of position due to rotations. Results obtained with this strategy are shown in Figure 4 (c) .
Although the experiments using odometry and saving the robot current position improved the performance of the swarm, this approach also propagates errors during the robot navigation process, avoiding a robot centralization into its respective cell. Figure 5 (a) shows a partial solution for this problem using a GPS slot in Webots EDU simulator. Each time step the coordinate (x, y) was corrected by the robot when it founds an error bigger than threshold |e xy = 0.01| for each x and y-axes. A robot also calculates previously its coordinate and correct its movement before performing a movement action, increasing or decreasing the movement step size. In this last case, the robot moves more or less than the size of the cell to achieve the correct coordinate at every |e xy ≥ 0.01|. However, using only the coordinate error |e xy = 0.01| the system was not capable of accomplishing a good performance due to the yaw error. Figure 5 (b) shows an experiment that solves this problem the |e π | was used to correct the turn angle of the robot every time its found an error, using our proposed controller model. Finally, Figure 5 (c) shows the last experiment that uses the robot camera sensor, another improvement also investigated and proposed herein. Aiming the use of this camera device correctly, at each time step the robot has to turn in all 360 angles aiming to find an object into its radius vision r v . The camera device is capable of capture images that are after treated by image processing recognizing blue objects into robot's radius vision r v . In this case, robot also uses GPS and Inertial unit slot to correct the robot team accuracy into the lattice cells.
To compare the simulation time spent in Webots EDU platform a graphic shown in Figure 6 was plotted to contrast the differences between each approach implementation. The x-axis represents each time step t of the task that are in the 0 ≥ t ≥ 7 and the x-axis represents the simulator time elapsed to conclude each time step t. The first implementation approach shown in Figure 6 (a) represents one of the biggest Webots simulator elapsed time to capture the first object. That fact can be explained due to the massive amount of rotations each robot concludes turning back to the initial angle. Figure 6 (b) refers to the second implementation, that absents the rotation to initial angle, and its resulted in the best simulation time, due to the simplicity of the odometry calculus at each time step. Figure 6 (c) shows the simulation results using the GPS localization and the processing simulator time is closely to the odometry approach, that keeps the current rotation angle. Figure 6 (d) shows the yaw resolution, because of the correction being done at each time step, this procedure increased the simulation time. Finally, Figure 6 (e) uses the camera device returning the worst simulation performance, due to the image processing that consumes high processing capability and also because of the rotations. Although some combinations are not resulting in good simulations time, the accuracy in cell centralization is most important aspect to be considered, so the proposed coordination model uses the GPS yaw and coordinates refinement merged with the camera usage, that is inherent to the foraging task.
CONCLUSIONS
Simulations were carried out in foraging task using the cellular automata model proposed in (Lima and Oliveira, 2016a) . The investigations proposed herein used different implementation Webots EDU approaches for a good adjustment of parameters and a better comprehension of the model in terms of localization, devices usage and synchronization. The best combination of mechanism and strategies proposed herein comprehends: (a) the camera usage and image processing, (b) the synchronization using text files readings and writings, and (c) the localization algorithm that both corrects the distance and yaw. The scenario investigated of our model was foraging task, which is very relevant to collective robotics (Falleiros et al., 2015) due to it is a instance metaphor of a broad class of problems, such as, search and rescue and surveillance .
The requirements of the environment configuration for the application of our model are: (i) the environment is modeled as a cellular automata lattice formed by identical square cells; (ii) each robot is controlled by an individual finite state machine; (iii) the robot-robot conflicts avoidance are treated in a non-deterministic way and also a crossing perpendicular motion was detected; (iv) robots obstacles are treated using virtual obstacles (Marchese, 2011); even the odometry localization presenting the best processing time each time step, the GPS localization model resulted in better accuracy of robot cell centralization. Using simulations on Webots EDU platform it was possible to evaluate the proposed model in a parallel architecture using e-Puck robots.
A forthcoming work is about the implementation of other swarm robots tasks, such as, search and rescue and collective garbage collection, using the proposed synchronization model in Webots EDU simu-lator. Besides that, the camera device can be used not only for object identifying process but also in the pheromone detection that can be used in the smart grid adding a pen slot in the e-Puck. Additionally, other device can also be used such as sensor IR devices and camera image noise can be treated and investigated in a future work.
